an opportunity for repair. What appears to be broken at first glance contains potential to become part of something bigger, of more importance than its former existence.
CHAPTER II EXTERIOR

Garden
Figure 1. Garden
Light shines into the darkness, inviting the viewer to step into the gallery. A few paces into the room and to the right, a form that references a tree or large bush rises from the floor. A rigid border composed of many individually made pieces of ceramic, steel, and glass delineates a fence line around the tree.
Abstract shapes, some woven, and others round and bulbous, allude to stalks, leaves, and petals. Pieces stack precariously, one on top of the other, existing in a place between natural growth and controlled construction.
Varying shades of orange dominate the color palette in this brightly lit portion of the room. It is the color of clay that has undergone the process of being fired in a kiln, not hidden by a cover of glaze. The bare ceramic is unapologetic in its appearance. Most of the pieces are cracked, revealing how the material shrank as it dried. Charred black and flaking metal is exposed in the breaks of the clay.
Tubes move outward and upward from the orange center trunk of the tree form. The hollow interior is revealed at the truncation of each tube. From within those orifices, spindly limbs constructed of steel and clay hang out and sag down.
Though delicate, the twisted branches retain enough strength to stay intact despite drooping from their own weight. The resilience of the broken steel and clay is akin to that of the human body and spirit. Splashes of color such as dark blue, white, deep glossy red and a sickly green appear intermittently on the stalks.
It is unclear if the pieces once grew from the center trunk, or if they were placed there by unknown hands. In either case, it is fair to assume that at one point this form had life.
The dry shells of plants show recent neglect, though the composition of the space indicates this was not always the case. At one time the garden was lovingly maintained, now it is being reclaimed by nature. From within the decimated flowers of steel and clay sparkling blue glass stigmas shine and glimmer, providing unexpected signs of growth in an arid landscape. The bursts of glass twinkle under the bright lights and serve to remind one that things are not always as they seem. Hidden beauty lies amongst the grotesque. What appears dead may only be dormant, waiting for the right time to bloom.
INTERIOR
The home provides shelter and safety from the outside world. To the human psyche, home means privacy, comfort, rest and intimacy. Gaston
Bachelard considers the human need for home as timeless and innate as the instincts of animals: "A nest-house is never young. Indeed, speaking as a pedant, we might say that it is the natural habitat of the function of inhabiting. For not only do we come back to it, but we dream of coming back to it, the way a bird comes back to its nest, or a lamb to the fold." (The Poetics of Space. 99.) No matter how far one goes, the memory and feel of home will always follow.
Entry
Figure 2. Entry
Above the back border of the garden hang four empty clay rectangles.
They suggest the outlines of windowpanes. They are solid, without cracks, alluding to the strength of the home. An empty space next to the windows forms a doorway. The room beyond is relatively large and spare, counter to the density of the crowded yard. The pieces in this portion of the space are a combination of recognizable furniture objects and abstract forms. If the garden is considered wild, the interior space is both controlled and reserved. A lone chair is placed beside the head of the bed. White with a dry surface, it rests off-kilter into its base, thus giving the impression of being recently vacated. The placement of the chair indicates it is used in a variety of ways. Most often it is a place to hold clothes as they accumulate during a busy week, yet its location also yields a more somber connotation. The bedroom chair is where one spends hours sitting with the ill, hoping for health to return to a dying body.
Around the Corner
The walls around the bed are empty, except for a half sphere of sculpted glass, crisscrossed with wire, clay and wax. In this world it acts as a lamp, though the light it emits is negligible as the interior in this corner of the room is still much darker than the outside. 
